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Teaching Basic Communication Science Concepta

Through a Guided Literature Review

John E. Hocking and M. Mark Miller

An important component of introductory communication research methodology

classes is a section which emphasizes the advantages of a scientific approach

study of human communication. Students are told tnat: (1) science is cummula-

tive. Since scientific inquiry is directed, systematic and public, scientists

need not start research from scratch. They can build on the prior body of know-

ledge; (2) Science is self-correcting. Since knowledge claims are tied to empir-

ical observations and subject to scrutiny by other scientists, errors are likely

to be detected and corrected; (3) Empirical controversies are resolvable.

Interested parties do more than it back in their armchairs and speculate about

how things are. They design research which provides data on which to base le--

Ar'dg. claims relevant to the controversy; (4) Science is creative and exciting.

Students who have taken such a course can readily recite these concepts

back on an exam, but whether these recitations amount to more than mere lip

service--or counter attitudinal advocacy--is questionable. Our own experience

-aaests that it does not. We believe that many, if not most, students in

introductory methodology classes fail to fully understand or "internalize" thee'

ideas. We suggest that a major reason for this is way in which these concepts

are typically presented. These courses simply assert that science is cummula-

tive, self-correcting, and so on. No evidence in the form of empirical data is

presented to support these assertions. We propose a pedagogical tool which

would allow students to see in a processual and dynamic way these conceits emerFi-



empirically (arid persua8ively) from extent literature. Specifically, we propose

introducing students to a series of studies selected from closely related strains

of research literature. While reviewing the historical development of a body of

knowledge students could readily see these basic communication science concepts

in the "real world" of communication research. Students would not merely be

told that scientific knowledge is cumulative, they would see it accumulate. It

would not merely be a static assertion that science is self-correcting, rather

they would see the process of self-correction happen. They would not have to

accept on faith the notion that empirical controversies are resolvable, they

would see them being resolved.

Strains of research literature which lend themselves to a guided literature

review should meet several criteria. The studies need to be focused on a rather

narrow issue. Exposure to a small number of studies should provide an adequate

understanding of the area represented. The chronology of the studies selected

is more important than the number. It is possible to read dozens of studies in

a narrow area and not get an historical perspective on the progression of know-

ledge.

Studies which use relatively easily understood designs and data analytic

techniques would also be preferable. Further, it has been our experience that

introductory students have an easier time understanding research in which the

variables are closely tied to operational procedures rather than research which

examines relationships between abstract theoretical constructs which are con-

nected to observable data only indirectly through other constructs.

Finally and perhaps most importantly the research should clearly demonstrate

these concepts; i.e., knowledge being accumulated, errors being corrected, contro-

versies being resolved, and so on. In short, the strain of literature should.
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represent a microcosm of scientific inquiry operating a close to the ideal as

possible. There is plenty of time for students to learn that the ideal is not

typically realized. We believe that only when students have a firm grasp on

the advantages of science are qualifications understood in proper perspective.

Of course, a scientific approach to studying human communication is not perfect,

but imperfections need not be emphasized during a guided literature review.

A wide variety of communication content areas could be used for a guided

literature review. Instructors would probably be best off to use appropriate

strains of literature which are compatible with their own interests. In this

paper, we briefly describe two areas of communication research which lend them-

selves to this purpose particularly well, and more explicitly point cut how these

communication science concepts emerge from the studies we describe. The studies

focus on the so called "risky-shift" phenomenon and on the dissonance theory/self-

perception controversy. The risky-shift literature is the more easily understood

and is probably better suited for undergraduate introductory methodology classes.

The dissonance /self- perception literature is probably more appropriate for a

graduate course.

THE itISKY SHIFT PHENOMENON

Overview

The literature on "risky-shift" focuses on a process that interests many

communication scientists--the effects of group interaction on attitudes, percep-

tions of appropriate behavior, and actions based on those attitudes and percep-

tions. The area was born in 1961 when Stoner reported in his masters thesis that

groups make more risky decisions than individuals. Since Stoner's findings seemed

to have direct application to decision making policy and ran contrary to expecta-

tions derived from research on group norms, other investigations rushed to
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replicate the study. The findings were readily reproduced using Stoner's instru-

mentation--a 12-item "life dilemmas" test developed by Wallach and Kogan (1959).

Studies using the instrument have yielded remarkably consistent results in numer-

ous populations and countries. (Pruitt, 1971.)

The findings soon took on the credence of law-like generalizations and

researchers focused on questions like that asked in the title of a review article:

"Why do groups make riskier decisions than individuals?" (Dion, Barron and Miller,

1970) Assuming the risky-shift phenomenon reliable, numerous studies tested com-

peting theoretical explanations for the phenomenon disregarding some and modifying

others. In short, researchers quickly moved from studying whether or not groups

make riskier decisions than individuals and began trying to explain why they did.

After a considerable amount of research energy had been invested a number of

researchers began to question whether groups were always riskier than individuals.

Modifications of the "life dilemma" items were found to result in no shift or in

some cases a conservative shift. Other studies using risks which more closely

approximated "real'' risks also yielded a conservative shift. The notion that

groups were necessarily more risky than individuals became untenable.

However, the theoretical crises that resulted from the discovery was not

the loss of a proposition; rather, it was the revelation that theories designed

to account for risky shifts were not adequate to explain the far more subtle and

complex effects of group interaction on group values. Recent studies growing

out of the risky shift investigations have found group induced shifts in atti-

tudinal areas entirely unrelated to assessments of risk. Thus, theory and

research in the aria has come full circle, with new findings destroying old

notions and investigators devising and testing new explanations.
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Review of Recommended Literature

Of the more than 200 available reports on risky shift and its direct progeny

those listed below are representative of the area and meet our criteria for a

guided literature review. It should be noted that Stoner's masters thesis would

be an obvious beginning point; however, it has never been published.

The Wallach and Kogan instrument presented twelve "life delemmas" each with

two alternatives, one more desireable than the other, but involving more risk.

An example of such an item is:

A college senior planning graduate work in chemistr: may enter University
X where, because of rigorous standards only a fraction of the graduate
students manage to receive the Ph.D., or may enter University Y which has
a poorer reputation but where almost every graduate student receives the
Ph.D.

Subjects are asked to recommend the minimum level of risk (1, 3, 5, 7, or

9 chances out of ten that the risky alternative would pay off) necessary before

they would recommend the riskier but potentially more rewarding alternative be

selected by hypothetical person facing the dilemma.

Stoner administered the instrument to his subjects as indiyiduals, then

asked them to discuss the items in groups until they reached consensus. He

found that the groups' postdiscussion recommendations were significantly more

risky than the individuals' predecision recommendations.

Wallach, M.A., Kogan, N., & Bem, D.J. Group influence on individual risk taking.
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1962, 65, 76-86.

Suspecting that Stoner's sample--all male, industrial maagement students,

was unique, Wallach et al embarked on the first major replication of Stoner's

work. Reasoning that women might have clearly different risk taking behaviors

than men, they used all male and all female groups in their experiment. Risky

shifts were found in both types of groups. In addition, Kogan et al reported
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that postdiscussion individual recommendations were as risky as the group con-

sensus and that the risky shift persisted in individuals over a period of at

least six weeks.

Marquis, D.G. Individual responsibility and group aecision involving risk.Industrial Management Review, (1962), 3.

Kogan et al offered "diffusion of responsibility" as an explanation for risky

shift; that is, that group members feel less constrained to conservatism because

others share responsibility for possible wrong decisions. Marquis designed an

experiment to test this explanation. He designated the group member whose ini-

tial risk taking score was closest to the group mean as group leader. The

leader could conduct the discussion in any manner he wanted but the final deci-

sion on each item was his alone. With responsibility clearly on one person, the

results showed the same risky shift of when decisions were made by group consensus.

Later researchers report results consistent with the rejection of the diffusion

of responsibility hypothesis. (Pruitt and Teger, 1969.)

Teger, A.I., and Pruitt, D.G. Components of group risk taking. Journal of
Experimental Social Psycholoa, (1967), 3, 189-205.

By 1967, evidence had begun to accumulate showing that cautious as well as

risky shifts could be produced by group discussion. Brown (1965) had offered

an explanation for both cautious and risky shift. According to Brown's theory,

cultural norms lead individuals to label decision problems as warranting either

cautious or risky shifts. Teger and Pruitt set out to test this explanation

and the diffueon of responsibility hypothesis. They found that larger groups

manifested more shift toward risk than smaller groups, however, they also noted

a correlation between initial recommendations toward risk and risk shift. This

correlation, they argued, is good evidence in support of Brown's theory.

Maderas, G.R. and Hem, D.S. Risk and conservatisL. in group decision making.
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, (1968), 4, 350-365.
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Evidence of a more direct nature was offered in support of Brown's hypothesis

by Maderas and Bem who reported that peers rated high risk takers on semantic

differential scales as "being more strong, active, successful," etc.

Clark, R.D. and Willem, E.P. Where is the risky shift: Dependence on Instruc-
tions. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, (191;9) 13, 215-221.

The majority of risky shift studies used the Wallach and Kogan (1959) instru-

ment which included standardized instructions telling subjects to "indicate the

lowest probability of success he would accept before recommending that the

poteatially more rewarding alternative be chosen." In an elaborate study, Clark

and Willems deletes the word "lowest" from the instructions and replicated several

of the conditions commonly used in risky shift experiments. They found that this

simple deletion in the instructions eliminated risky shifts in all the conditions.

Control conditions where standard "r:sk oriented" instruction were given resulted

in risky shifts.

Clement, D.E. and Sullivan, D.W. No risky shift with real groups and real risks.
Psychonomic Science, (1970), 18, 243-244.

On another critical front, Clement and Sullivan became concerned with the

hypothetical "let's pretend" nature of the Wallach and Kogan instrument. They

used eight examination schedules from which students were to choose the one

be employed in their class for the semester. The schedules ran at equal inter-

vals on a scale from very risky to very conservative. The subjects gave their

initial individual preferences and then to resolve expressed disagreement, were

put into groups to reach a consensus decision on one of the schedules. Glement

and Sullivan found that group discussion did produce a shift in level of risky-

ness, but in a conservative direction.

Myers, D.G. and Bishop Discussion Effects on Racial Attitudes. Science, (1q70),
169, 778-779.
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By 1070. the generalization that groups are necessarily more risky was dis-

credited.; however, the theoretical underpinnings that developed to explain risky

shifts suggested a far more general phenomenon. Following Brown's cultural value

hypothesis and the speculation of other investigators (Alker and Kogan, 1969;

Levinger and Schneider, 1969), Myers and Bishop decided to apply the general

risky shift paradigm in non-risky attitude settings. They divided a sample of

high school students into three groups--high, medium, and low prejudice--on the

basis of an attitudes-toward-blacks inventory. They found that following dis-

cussion of the inventory items the high prejudice groups had increased signifi-

cantly in prejudice, the low prejudice groups decreased significantly, and the

medium prejudice groups remained approximately the same. This study, among

others, demonstrated that group discussion could induce changes in attitudinal

evaluations not involving risk.

Cvetkovich G. and Baumgardner S.R. Attitude polarization: The relative influence
of group structure and reference group norms. Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology, (1973), 26, 159-165.

Work to investigate and explain shifts in evaluations following group dis-

cussions continues to date. In a recent study, Cvetkovich and Baumgardner

investigate whether group induced shifts can be attributed to the average valence

.of attitudes within a group or to the values of reference groups evoked during

discussion. They used attitudes toward civil disorder as their topic of concern.

They established that within their subject population the dominant social norm

was non-punitive toward civil disorder. Cvetkovich and Baumgardner were able to

investigate the relative impact of social norms and within group attitudes by

putting together groups which varied in the degree to which their members en-

dorsed the population social norm. They found that shifts were predominantly

in the direction of the social norm and not necessarily in the direction of the



values held in the discussion groups. This finding is, of course, tentative,

but it does offer a tenable explanation of group induced shift.

The Dissonance Theory/Self Perception Theory Controversy

Overview

The research described here represents a different kind of controversy than

does the risky-shift literature. Both dissonance and self-perception theories

make basically the same predictions but the presumed underlying processes which

result in these predictions are quite different.

Festinger's (1957) theory of cognitive dissonance essentially says that a

person holding two cognitions that are inconsistent, will experience an intern

al state of psychological tension which he or she will seek to reduce. One of

the ways to reduce this cognitive tension or "dissonance" is to change one of

the cognitions. Festinger reasoned that if an individual were induced to tell

another individual that a boring task was interesting he would expe.rience disso-

nanee between the cognition, "this task is dull" and his verbal statement, "This

task is interesting." If the inducement co engage in this counter attitudinal

verbal behavior was small the individual might reduce the dissonance by changing

his attitude to and the task and believ ng that it was ac'ually more interesting

than he had originally thought. On the other hand, if the inducement were large

the individual would tend not to experience dissonance because the large induce-

ment could serve as a rationalization for his attitudinally discrepant behavior.

Thus, individuals who had large justification for their behavior would tend to

believe that the task was less interesting than those given a small justifica-

tion. This prediction was tested and supported in a classic experiment by

Festinger and Carlsmith (1959).
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Dissonance, theory accounts for attitude change with a hypothetical internal

process; i.e., the arousal and reductWn of dissonance. Bern (1965, 1967) sug-

gested an alternative formulation which accountf for dissonance theory predicted

firdings but w!thout resorting to such hypothetical interaal processes. His

self-perception theory suggests that much in she same way we observe other

people's behavior and the characteristics of the situation in which the behavior

occurs and then infer what their attitudes are, we infer our own attitudes.

That is, individuals observe thaIr behavior and the environmental conditions

which appear to have an effect on their behavior and infer what their attitudes

must be.

Hem i; suggesting that subjects in Uestinger and Carlsmith's (1959) experi-

ment were in much the same situation for determining their own attitudes that

an outside observer would be. The observer would in effect ask, "What must

this person's attitude toward the task be if he is willing to tell another

person that it is an interesting task for a large (or small) reward." The

person actually confronted with deciding what his own attitude was would

larly ask, "What must my attitude toward this task be if t am willing to tell

another person that it is an interesting task for a large (or small) reward."

In both cases, they would conclude that telling the other person the task was

interesting for a small reward reflected a more fovorable attitude towards it

than if the reward had been large.

A vigorous controversy has developed in the last six or seven years

between the advocates of dissonance and self-perception theories and we

believe that the resulting literature is well suited for the guided literature

review we are advocating.
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Review of Recommended Literature

restin,,r, L. and Carismith, T.M. Cognitive consequences of forced compliance.
J. snag of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1959, 58, 203-210.

If ttic ..ber of times a study is referenced in succeeding publications is

a good measure of the importance of a study this experiment is one of the most

important in the history of the social sciences. Cognitive dissonance theory

has generated more research by social and personality psychologists and by com

munication scientists interested in attitude change than any other contemporary

statement about human behavior. (Bem, 1972.)

In this study, Festinger and Carlsmith brought subjects into a laboratory

and had them turn pegs in a peg board one quarter turn until all pegs had been

turned completely around. This task was clearly quite tedious and boring.

Afterwards they were told that the purpose of the experiment had been to compare

how people who had no expectations about the interestingness of the task differed

in performance from those who were told that it would be extremely interesting.

Further, they were told that the person who was supposed to tell the next

subject that the task was interesting had not shown up. The subjects were then

offered either $1.00 or S'20.00 do thi. After 1:hu lAllilL!cts had t(,1(1 r-.

subject (really , confederate) that the .ask was extremely interesting they

filled out a scale which asked them how interesting they had found the task.

As predicted, subjects who had been paid $1.00 found the task to be significantly

more interesting than those paid $20.00.

Bem, D.J. Self perception: an alternative interpretation of cognitive disso-
nance phenomenan. Psychological Review, 1967, 74, 3, 183-200.

In this paper, Bem introduced the major tenets of self- perception theory.

He relies heavily on Skinner's (1957) discussion of how individuals come to

learn about their internal states. Following this discussion of the rationale
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for his theory Bem proceeds to report a series of what he calls "interpersonal

replications" of previously conducted dissonance framework experiments. Essen-

tially, these replications involve explaining to subjects the situation which

original subjec,:s were faced with. The behavior of the c ,iginal subjects is

then described to the "replication" or "observer" subjects who are then asked

to estimate the original subjects response to the dependent variable. Bem

reasons that if actors and observers are indeed in an equivalent position; that

is, make inferences based on thu same data, behavior and situational character-

istics that can effect the behavior; the replication subjects who are observers

of sorts of the original subjects should be able to accurately estimate the

attitudes of original subjects toward the object of their behavior. One of the

studies he replicates in this fashion is the FestingPr and Carlsmith (1959) study.

Subjects listened to a tape recording which described a college sophomore

who participated in an experiment involving two motor tasks. The peg turning

task was described in detail but non-evaluatively. "Observer" subjects were

further told that this individual was then paid $1.00 (or $20.00) to tell the

next subject that the task was interesting and enjoyable. Observer subjects

then heard what was supposedly the original subject imaginatively arguing that

the tasks were fun and enjoyable. Findings were consistent with Bem's predic-

tion. Observer subjects who were told original subjects received $20.00

believed that these subjects found the task less interesting than observer

subjects who were told that original subjects had received $1.00.

Jones, R.A., D.E. Linder, C.A. Kesler, M. Zanna, and J.W. Brehm. Internal
States or External Stimuli: Observers' attitude judgements and the
dissonance-theory-self-persuasion controversy. Journal of Lxperimental
Social Psychology, 1968, 4, 247-269.

These authors suggest that Bem commits two errors in his interpersonal

replications. (1) The descriptions used by Bem imply that a typical hypothetical
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subject would not comply with the request to tell the next subject that the task

was interesting. Since the hypothetical subject in the description Bem provides

his "observer" subjects does conform to the requested behavior, these observer

subjects would infer that this person wc.s not typical and may have initially been

more willing to comply than most subjects. That is, those who complied might

have thought the task more interesting than those who did not. The authors are

suggesting that observer subjects may have merely judged differentially original

subjects self-selection. (2) Bem did not provide his observer subjects with

information about the original subjects initial attitudes toward the task before

they told the waiting "subject" tnat the task was interesting. They reasoned,

not unreasonably, that since original subjects had this information about them-

selves, observer subjects should also have this information.

In this paper, they report a series of their own interpersonal replications

of dissonance framework experiments in which they manipulated the amount of

information provided to observer subjects about the original subjects initial

attitudes. They were only able to replicate Bem's findings in the condition in

which his exact descriptions were used. Observer subjects were unable to accur-

ately evaluate original subjects postmanipulation attitudes when they had infol-

mation about original subjects initial attitudes. These results appeared to

provide evidence against Bem's position.

Bem, D.J. The epistemological status of interpersonal simulations; a reply to
Joles, Linder, !ciesler, Zanna, and Brehm. Journal of Experimental Social
Psychology, 1968, 4, 270-274.

This is a nor.-data paper in which Bem responds directly to the paper

described above. He states that differential self-selection of original subjects

infered by observer subjects is part of the self-perception process. Original

subjects usually do believe that "typical" subjects do not comply with the
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request to engage in the counterattitudinal behavior. Thus, when they observe

themselves engaging in the requested behavior they infer that they must be more

favorable towards the object of the behavior than typical subjects. In short,

differential self-selection is operating for both observer subjects and original

subjects.

In answering Jones et al's second criticism, Bem suggests that they mis-

understand the epistemological status of interpersonal replications. He says

they are analogous to computer simulations. The information provided to observer

subjects is equivalent to "input" statements and these subjects judgements about

the attitudes of original subjects are output statements. Self-perception theory

suggests that initial attitudes will not be important relative to later behavior.

Thus, Bem's input statements did not include information about initial attitudes.

He suggests that Jones et al's inclusion of this information in their "simulations"

incorrectly overemphasized the salience of original subjects initial attitudes

causing their results.

Bem, D.J. and McConnell, H.K. Testing the self-perception explanation of disso-
nance phenomena: on the salience of premanipulation attitudes. Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, 1970, 14, 23-31.

A controversy resulted from Bem's "interpersonal replications" of dissonance

framework experiments which centered on the importance of the subjects' attitudes

prior to engaging in the required behavior. Bem argues that since subjects are

infering their own attitude from their behavior, any initial attitude they might

have toward the object of their behavior is unimportant. He thus did not provide

information about the original subjects initial attitudes to his "observer" sub-

jects. Bem's critics argue that original subjects had this information about

their own attitudes so it should have been provided to the "observer" subjects.
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This study was desild to answer thp question of whether or not subjects

in dissonance framework experiments know their initial attitudes after engaging

in counter-attitudinal behavior. A fairly standard dissonance experiment w s

conducted in which subjects wrote a councerattitudinal essay. Half the subjects

were given a typical post-test measure of their attitudes toward the topic tIley

had written the essay on. The other half were asked to recall their original

attitudes which they had been pretested on the previous week. The mean recall

error of their original attitudes was in the direction of the essay they had

written and was almost identical to the attitude change score found in the sub-

jects who were just asked what their attitudes were at that time. This finding

supports the self-perception interpretation of these experiments.

Intg7,estingly, at the end of this study, Bem calls for a halt to this con-

troversy. He states that, "if the past history of controversies like this is

any guide, it seems unlikely that a 'crucial' experiment for discriminating

between the two theories will ever be executed." Others involved in the con-

troversy, however, were unconvincod.

Nisbett, R.E., and Schachter, S. Cognitive manipulation of pain. Journal of
Experimental Social Psychology, 1966, 2, 227-236.

Supporters of a self-perception theory interpretation of dissonance frame-

work findings have marshalled evidence for their position from several different

research areas. In this study, subjects were given a placebo pill and told

either that the pill would cause hand tremor, palpitations, and other autonomic

arousal symtoms or that symtoms resulting from the pill were unrelated to auto-

nomic arousal. Subjects were then asked to take a steadily increasing series of

electric shocks. Subjects who thought their arousal was a result of the pill

were willing to tolerate four times the shock tolerated by other subjects.

Presumably, the subjects who thought the pill caused their arousal observed their
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behavior, ("I'm being shocked") and their arousal level ("My heart is pounding,

my palms are sweating, etc.") and possible reasons for their feelings. ("I just

took a drug that is causing me to feel like I do.") Thus, their self-perceptions

were that the drug was at least partially causing their arousal and they thought

the shocks less serious. Subjects who thought the drugs' symptoms were unrelated

to their arousal had no such explanation for their arousal and thus thought the

shock was causing their feelings and consequently perceived the shock to be more

painful. This study provdes only indirect support for self-perception theory in

dissonance framework experiments.

Kiesler, C.A. and J. Sakamura A test of a model for commitment. Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, 1966, 3, 349-353.

If subjects were induced to engage in behavior that was consistent with

their beliefs, dissonance theory could not provide a prediction about the effects

of th.s behkvior. There must be a discrepancy between the attitude and behavior

before dissonance theory becomes operative. In this study, subjects were paid

either $5.00 or $1.00 for reading a speech consistent with their opinions about

lowering the voting age to eighteen. Those paid $5.00 were subsequently more

persuaded by a communication message arguing against their beliefs about the

voting age. The beliefs of those paid '.)5.00 were undercut by this high payment.

Subjects in this condition may have inferred from their behavior and the circum-

stances which appeared to have influenced their behavior that they read the

speech in part because of the money, even though they were in favor of the topic

to begin with. This finding provides support for self-perception theory.

Snyder, M. and Ebbesen, E.B. Dissonance Awareness: a test of dissonance theory
versus self-perception theory. Journal of Experimental Social Psychology,
1972, 8, 502-517.

This .was the first study which gonoratcd clearly opposite predictions from

the two theories. Dissonance theory predicts that if subjects initial attitudes
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were made salient, any discrepant behavior would result in even greater dissonance

and would necessitate greater attitude change to reduce this dissonance. Self-

perception theory predicts the opposite. If initial attitudes are made salient,

subjects cannot so readily infer their iAtitades from their behavior since they

now have a contradictory piece of data Yith which to integrate their observations

of their behavior and of the characteristic of the situation in which the behav-

ior is occuring. They would therefore be less likely to change their attitude

following the counterattitudinal behavior. To test these opposite predictions

the authors had subjects write counterattitudinal essays, but half the subjects

were told to "organize their thoughts" about the topic of the essay before being

told the side they would be arguing for. Control subjects for whom initial

attitudes were not made salient received no such instructions. The results

generally supported the self-perception prediction. Subjects whose initial

attitudes had been made salient changed their attitudes significantly less (whe.

subjects had been given the impression that they had choice as to whether or not

to write the essays) than subjects whose premanipulation attitudes had not been

made salient.

Discursion

We believe that the concepts we have been discussing emerge quite clearly

from this literature. (1) Science is cummulative. Each of the studies described

attempts to answer questions raised by previous research. The knowledge claims

in most of these studies is modest, yet in total they represent considerable

advancement of knowledge in these areas. The risky-shift literature has added

greatly to our knowledge of group communication processes and what kinds of

decision outcomes result from differences in these processes. The dissonance/

self-perception literature contributes to our understanding of the influence
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that behavior has on attitude formation. Evidence has accumulated that there is

greater predictive efficacy resulting from looking at the influence of behavior

on attitudes as an attitude formation process rather than an attitude change

process. (2) Science is self-correcting: The risky-shift literature demonstrates

this especially well. Wallach, Kogan and Bem (1962) reported that groups were

riskier than individuals. This finding was replicated many times using the same

life dilemma measure that Wallach et al used. Eight years later, Clark and

Willems (1970) demonstrated that changing the instructions which accompanied this

instrument eliminated the risky shift. Since both the results of earlier research

and the procedures which were used to obtain these results were reported, they

could be critically examined by other scientists. The examination in this case

resulted in further research which seriously questioned the earlier findings.

Other studies (e.g., Clement and Sullivan, 1970) testing the risky shift in

situations that more closely approach "real" risks to the subjects found a con-

servative shift. In short, an error was detected and corrected. A finding which

was accepted quite widely failed to hold up under further investigation.

A similar point can be made from the dissonance/self-perception literature

with respect to the salience of initial premanipulation attitudes. Dissonance

theory predict; that the more salient an initial attitude the more dissonance a

counterattitudinal behavior would arouse and consequently more attitude change

would result. The Snyder and LDbeson (1972) findings provide support for the

opposite position. Dissonance theory was in error but because theories are tied

to empirical observations this error was found.

(3) Empirical controversies are resolvable. Are groups riskier or more

conservative than individuals? This question could discussed all term in a

course in management theory and never be resolved. Science goes out and looks.



Further, because the looking is public and systematic, additional questions emerge

which can also be answered. We now know that group decisions under different cir-

cumstances can be either more risky or more conservative that individuals and no

different from individual decisions in other circumstances.

The dissonance theory/self-perception theory controversy is also well on its

way to a resolution based on empirical observations. At this point their is more

evidence indicating that self-perception theory provides better explanations and

predictions. Indirect evidence for self-perception theory comes from Bern's inter-

personal replications of dissonance theory framework experiments and from the pain

perception experiment of Nisbett and Schachter (1966). Evidence for the greater

predictive scope of self-perception theory comes from the over-justification

effect described in the Kiesler and Sakumura (1966) study. Finally, researchers

generated opposite predictions from the two theories. While the results of this

experiment by Snyder and Ebbesen (1972) are not completely unequivocal, they do

tend to support Bern's position.

(4) Science is exciting and creative. Many of the studies we have described

here are extremely creative and interesting to read. In particular, Bern's (1968)

reply to Jones et al falls into this category. Bern's (1967) interpersonal repli-

cations are especially well done, as i: 5cnic!.t:t (1-11A) :xperimon+

From the risky shift literature Clement and Sullivan (1970) and Bishop and Myers

(1970) are both very exciting studies.

The best time to present the guided literature review would be near the end

of the term. Most introductory methodology courses, we presume, have students

read some research reports near the end of the term so that they can see how many

of the techniques and concepts they have been studying are used. Having them

read a series of related studies such as those we have described would serve the
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additional function of demonstrating the concepts or advantages of science that

had been presented merely as assertions at the beginning of the course. Also,

it probably would not be practical to present the guided literature at the begin-

ning of the terra because it would be di:ficult for students to understand the

studies methodologically. These points: that science is cummulative, self-

correcting and so on would then be reinforced. Short assignments and/or class

discussion would help make them more explicit.

We feel it necessary to make one qualification at this point. Whether or

not the guided literature review will actually make for a more effective pre-

sentation of these concepts is itself an empirical question that awaits formal

test. The measurement and control problems associated with this kind of research

are well known. However, from our own experience and from discussions with some

of our colleagues, we have confidence in our hypothesized relationship between

the guided literature review we have been advocating and students increased

understanding of those concepts.

Finally, we want to once again emphasize that the areas we have describe'

are just examples of strains of literature which could be used in a guided

literature review. Instructors probably would be better off to use appropriate

literature with which they have particular familiarity. Below we provide two

additional lists of references which also could be used in a guided literature

review. The first list: is of studies that examine the relationship between

distraction and attitude change. The second includes studies which focus on

the two-step flow theory of mass media effects.



Distraction and Persuasion

Razran, G. Conditioned response changes in rating and appraising sociopolitical
slogans. Psychological Bulletin, 1940, 37, 481.

Festinger, L. and Maccoby, N. On resistance to persuasive communications. Journal
of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1964, 68, 359-366.

Freedman, J. and Sears, D. Warning, distraction, and resistance to influence.
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 1965, 3, 262-266.

Haaland, G. and Venkatesen, M. Resistance to persuasive communications: an exam-
ination of the distraction hypothesis. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology,
1968, 9, 167-170.

Osterhouse, R. and Brock, T. Distraction increases yielding to propaganda by
inhibiting counterargu:mg. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 1970,
15, 344-358.

Zimbardo, P., Snyder, M., Thomas, J., Gold, A., Gurwitz, S. Modifying the impact
of persuasive communications with external distraction. Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology, 1970, 16, 669-680.

The two-step flow hypothesis:

Katz, E. and Lazarsfeld, P. Personal Influence. Glencoe, Ill,: The Free Press,
1955, Chapters 1, 14 and 15.

Deutschmann, P.J. and Danielson, W.A. Diffusion of knowledge of the major news
story. Journalism Quarterly, 1960, 37, 345-355.

Lazarsfeld, P. and Menzel Mass media and personal influence. In W. Schramm (Ed.)
The Science of Human Communication, New York: Basic Books, 1963, 94-115.

Greenberg, B.S. PerLm-to-person commuLication in the diffusion of news events.
Journalism Quarterly, 1964, 41, 489-494.

Troldahl, V.C. and VanDam, R. Face-to-face communication about major topics in
the news. Public Opinion Quarterly, 1965-1966, 29, 226-234.

Troldahl, V.C. A field test of a modified "two-step flow of communication" model.
Public Opinion Quarterly, 1966-1967, 30, 610-623.

Lin, N. Information flow, influence flow and the decision making process. Journa'

ism Quarterly, 1971, 48, 33-40
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Summary

In this paper, we have argued for the use of a guided literature review in

introductory communication research methodology courses. Such a pedagogical

technique would make for a more effective presentation of such basic communica-

tion science concepts as: (1) Science is cumulative; (2) Science is self-

correcting; (3) Empirical controversies are resolvable; (4) Science is creative.

We have briefly described selected studies from two strains of communication

research literature and provided references for s,udies from two additional

areas, all of which would lend themselves for use in a guided literature review.
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